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1 Introduction

Ontologies are essential to data integration, query expansion,
and modelling biological knowledge in life sciences. Two ma-
jor public ontology repositories provide programmatic ac-
cess: the EBI Ontology Lookup Service (OLS) [1] and the
NCBO BioPortal [5]. Many users also develop local onto-
logies, so it is important to integrate queries to local files.
However, it is relatively difficult to connect to each of them,
in particular because these resources are still evolving or re-
quire considerable experience with ontologies themselves.

Therefore, we developed OntoCAT, a software toolkit
that provides high level abstraction for interacting with on-
tology resources including local files in standard OWL and
OBO formats (via OWL API [2]), and public ontology repos-
itories: EBI OLS and NCBO BioPortal. The requirements
for these were based on our own use cases of Experimental
Factor Ontology (EFO) development, ArrayExpress and
MOLGENIS data annotation and analysis, and on user feed-
back. Since its inception in 2010 only the Java package has
seen 22 releases. Most recent progress includes the imple-
mentation of reasoning for querying of relations other than
subsumption (e.g. partonomy). This is enabled for local on-
tologies via HermiT reasoner [4], which supports knowledge
bases expressed in SROIQ(D) – the description logic under-
pinning OWL2 (see also www.ontocat.org/wiki/Reasoning)
and OLS, which provides a dedicated web service.

2 Implementation

The library is implemented in Java6 and is available under
the permissive LGPLv3 license. OntoCAT can also be used
via other interfaces including a web-based ontology database
and browser, scriptable REST service, and Google App ap-
plication.

OntoCAT was designed to support simple use cases in
an easy to implement way, while still enabling the imple-
mentation of advanced algorithms. Many of such com-
mon tasks are demonstrated in code examples available at
www.ontocat.org. A complete list of available ontology,
term, and hierarchy methods named in a self-describing
manner includes: getOntologies(), getOntology(), search-
All(), searchOntology(), getTerm(), getAllTerms(), get-
Annotations(), getSynonyms(), getDefinitions(), getRoot-
Terms(), getTermPath(), getChildren(), getParents(), get-
AllChildren(), getAllParents(), getRelations().

OntoCAT follows the convention over configuration
design approach, i.e., requiring minimal configuration where
possible. FileOntologyService, OlsOntologyService, and Bi-
oportalOntologyService are the core objects for working

with: OWL and OBO ontologies, EBI OLS and NCBO
BioPortal respectively. Because each ontology service im-
plements the same OntologyService interface, these core ser-
vices can then be combined or extended to provide ad-
ditional behaviour by adding a wrapper (decorator), e.g.:
combination of multiple ontology resources into one ser-
vice (CompositeServiceDecorator), limiting and ranking of
search results (SortedSubsetDecorator), translating one on-
tology namespace to another (TranslatedOntologyService),
Ehcache-based enterprise-grade caching (CachedServiceDec-
orator), or enabling reasoner support (ReasonedFileOnto-
logyService).

The current repertoire of supported ontology resources
could easily be extended for other resources such as DAML,
Protégé-OWL API, ONKI API, or OntoSelect. Such services
would only need to implement the OntologyService interface
to immediately become aligned with pre-existing resources
and allow for their seamless interchangeability.

3 Applications

OntoCAT is being used by the ontocat Bioconductor/R
package [3] and the concept recognition tool Zooma
(zooma.sf.net).
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